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1 Bolivia, and advanced to La Paz, Nuro and ferhed to a prbpcr tribunal for an ample in"
burgomaster ; I will not be made burgomas
I Caracollo, bad established his head quarters vestigation.
ter, I say? The shepherd hearing this, went
PUBLISHED Br
up and said, “ what is all this noise about ?”
PortuGa l.—'rhe trials ofthe Constitution- j1 at the latter place, despatched flags of truce From the Winchester ( Va,.) Republican of
“ O,” said Pee-wit, “ my neighbors will make alists were goingon. The expedition against to Gen. Undinenata, who had 2000 men un
JAMES K. REMICH,
■ Saturday.
me burgomaster against my will ; and when ; Madeira, consisting of a considerable naval & der his command, demanding a surrender,
LOOK. OUT I I ¡—Four men arrived m
OPPOSITE THE MEEÎINGtHOUSE.
I told them I would not agree, they put me military force, is stated to be $bout sail which it was thought would take place. The i town
last night from Cumberland, in pursuit
action totiiev^i
into the cask and are going to throw me into ing. Among the proscribed we notice the General had authority from the Council of
the lake.” “ I should like very well to be names of Palmella, Loula, D’Alva, (father & 1Ì Bolivian Ministers, to dictate such measures of George Swearingen, sheriff of Washing
burgomaster, if I were you,” said thè shep son) Calhariz.Sampaio, Villa Flor, VillaReal, as he deemed expedient, until the installation ton county, who is charged with the murder
cflicacjj(;
FROM POPULAR GERMANTALES:
herd. “ Open the cask then,” said the other, Subserra, ahd Bishops of Coimbra..and Elvas. of the first Constitutional Congress, which of his wife a few days since. He was traced
to the Big Capon river, where he was seen
« FAlSxjjj,,,
____
rt and let me out, and get in yourself, and
The King of Spain has refused to accredit waste have assembled on the 25th May or at the Baptist association near Mr. Bell’s on
13th Jurie. Gomarra had published an ad
they will make you burgomaster instead of the Ambassador sent by Miguel.
es «flifttJ'“PE E-WIT.
Sunday last, but cannot since be heard of.
The Inquisition, it is said, is to be re-es dress, similar to that made by him at La He is about 6 feet, stout frame, and wears a.
averesistcfit!^ Foor countryman, whose name was Pee- me.” No sooner said than done; the shep
herd was in, Pee-wit was out, and as there tablished. In Oporto assassinations took Paz, declaring that he only came to deliver blue surtout and white hat with crape on iu
iy tlntrn HU1’
WJth his wife in a vety quiet way,
Bolivia from foreign domination. General
j .“Mthe parish where he was born. xOne day, was nobody to take care of the shepherd’s place almost every night.
He had with him, on the same horse, a wo
flock, he drove it off merrily towards his
A conspiracy in favor of Don Carlos has Sucre, who was still ill from the effects of man with whom he had cohabited for the
t cures
was pl°pghmg with his two oxen in the own house.
been discovered at Madrid, and numerous his wound, had addressed to him a letter of last two years. Ashe may be secreted in
ALDHGo
heliearcl all on a sudden someone callremonstrance. Discontent exists in Bolivia
After the neighbors came out of the ale arrests had taken place in consequence.
some of the adjoining counties, we hope the
tv nt, »1
name. Turning around, he saw
Ten thousand Portuguese trave soughtref- against Sucre because he is a foreigner, arid public tVill endeavor to ferret him ont.
? fl • ,n“MlMhiug but a bird that kept crying Pee-wit I house, they rolled the cask on, and the shep
uge in Spain from thè persecutions of the assumed the office of President for life.
herd
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H
”Sorameic.e-wit.’ Now this poor bi/d is called a
From Brazil.—The brig Harriet, Captain
> and it mayljei/e-wit^ aiid like the Cuckoo, always keeps ter now ; I will be. burgomaster now.” “ I government.
From the Alexandria ( D. C. ) Gazette.
The city of Coimbra is nearly abandoned Separ, arrived at Baltimore, from Guaya
Unto any citing out its own name. But the country- dare say you will, but you shall take a swim
If there is any thing for which we can find
first,
”
said
a
neighbor,
who
gave
the
cask
by
its
inhabitants,
and
the
houses
are
mostly
quil touched at Bahia, add brings letters to fault with the Administration, it is the favor
.
m thought it was mocking him, so he took
the
last
push
over
the
lake.
This
done,
shut
up.
—
Many
other
Portuguese
towns
are
the 14th August, containing advices from that is extended to their enemies. Ori no
'Je and Retail^ a huge stone and threw at it; the bird
away they went home merrily, leaving the in the same situation.
Rio Janeiro, to the 27th July.
' w away safe and sound, but the stone fell
principle of justice can we see why meh who
Accounts from Vienna of the 1st of August
The bill to allow the entry of all foreign
1J °hland;Mon one of the oxen and killed him upon shepherd to get out as well as he could.
But as they came in at one side of the say that the recruiting of the army has re merchandize on the same footing by paying are abusing and doing evëry thing in their
Saac Hil],spot. “ What is to be done with the odd
power to injure the Government, should be
e, Saco,and Ip thought Pee-wit to himself as he look- village, who should they meet coming in the commenced ; the provinces, exclusive of 15 per cent. prem. had passed the house of enjoying its bounties.—The“ Treasury pap”
nebunk,
at the ox that was left; so without more] other way but Pee-wit, driving a fine flock Hungaryare to furnish 4(J,009 men ; the Assembly at Rio Janeiro, and probably would which is so much talked of, feeds many who
of sheep and lambs before him. € How came
>»counttocbiinift0 he kffled him too, skinned them both, you here ?’ said all with one voice. ‘ Oh, the purchase of 8,000 horses is ■also- ordered, but be received favorably by the Senate, and áre accusing others with living upon the
il set out for the neighboring town, to sell lake is enchanted,’said he : ‘ When you threw no doubt is entertained at Vienna of the main sanctioned by the Emperor. On the other nourishment it affords. Besides this, there
tenance of peace.
hand the valuation on imported merchandize is an impropriety in the subordinate officers
hides to the tahner for as much as he
FRANKFORT, AUG. 6
was to be increased 20 per cent. Flour, best of the Government joining the ranks of par
I.vwir^r~'-1hl get. He soon found out where the me ih, I Sunk deep and deep into the water,
till at last I came to the bottom ; there I
It is stated that, at the approaching meet quality, at Rio Janeiro, July, 27,^13 50 per ty, and neglecting their duty to attend to pok. Ju ill
1 her lived, and knocked at the door. Be- knocked out the bottom of the cask and found
ing of the family of Rbthschild, several bank bbl. There had been three arrivals from it ics. Mr. Adams is too liberal. We can
( e, however, the door was opened, he saw
FpftPfliwough the window that the mistress of the myself in a beautiful meadow with fine flocks ers from Vienna and Amsterdam will arrive the United States since the 22d.
didly acknowledge that, in our opinion, his
grazing
upon
it,
so
I
chose
a
few
for
myself,
here. This circumstance contributes much
A letter from Buenos Ayres, dated July authority Would be well exerted, if he should
v”^use was hiding in an old che'st a friend of
and here lam.’ 5 Cannot we have some too,’ to support the rumors whi^h have for some 17th, to the editor of the Baltimore Gazette, sign a discharge for a Jew we couTd nanoe in
Orifririfil i\Fs, whom she seemed to wish no one should Said they. ‘ Why not ? there are hundreds
time past circulated that a Congress of Finan says the basis of any treaty which the Buen Washington.
b 'i
By anq fiye the door was opened : ‘ what
¡•S, Sprains, Sfeyou want?’ said the woman. Then he hnd thousands left. You have nothing to do ciers is to assemble here for the purpose of os Ayrean Commissioners may conclude with
but
jump
in
and
fetch
them
out.
’
deliberating on a grand financial speculation, the Emperor, will be the unconditional sur
Numbness. Md to her he wanted to sell his hides; and it
The monument to Wolfe and Montcalm
So all agreed they would dive for sheep; that has been planned by one of the first render of the Banda Oriental to the inhabi
chilblains,Qajpe out that the tanner was not at home,
erected in the Upper Garden of the Chateau
the
justice
first,
then
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and
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of
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Continent,
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which
is
tants
;
to
which
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will
never
ac

> Vegetable Poi^d that no one there ever made bargains
at Quebec, thé mason work ot which is just
Recomniendedtt himself. The countryman said he would then the rest of the parish, one after the oth intended to reduce the interest of the public cede. Flour $65, and other articles in near finished, is a quadrangular column, about
er. When they came to the side of the lake, debt.
ly
the
same
proportion.
ails in the Till cheap, and did not mind giving his hides the blue sky was covered with little white
50 feet high, standing on a square pedestal,
Liverpool Market, Aug. 16.—During the
’ us wellasthosi!!'the old chest in the corner; meaning, clouds like a flock of sheep, and all were re
C’oZowzi/a.—-The Gaceta del Gombierno of with steps to ascend of a grey cut stone.
present week, the Cotton market has been
individuals,,’^e one he had seen the good woman’s friend
Caraccas to August 20, received in Phila
flected in the clear water ; so that they;callt into.. Of course the wife would not ed out. “ There they are, there they are al heavy and inactive, and we wust quote a de delphia, relates no fresh commotion nor im
Canada.—In consequence of the non-re CdUTIOif, Tee to this; and they went on talking the ready,” and fearing lest the justice sho/Id cline of l-8d, especially in the lower qualities portant measure of the government.
ceipt in this Province of the Commission of
be deplored patter so lonS>that at last in came the tan- get every thing, they jumped in all -at oivte ; of American.
Governor General, Sir Jam.es Kempt was on
London Aug. 15.—The money market
inrovemenfnx'f1, anfI asked what it was all about. Pee and Pee-wit jogged home, and made himself
the 7th inst. temporarily &worn in as Admin
has been very heavy to-day, and prices are
le the rnniZiff told hirrgthe whole story, and asked him
MAÏS
ASmCJ&SS.
istrator of the Government, till the' arrival
happy with what lie had got, leaving them to lower. This must be attributeu to ine weath
ie’ inventor!Whether he would give the old chest for the
of the next English mail, which it is expect
find their flocks by themselves, as well as er alone. Consols for Money and Acc. which
P
ennsylvania
.
—
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reward bv'a*^es‘ “
be sure
wi’F” sal(^ ^e, and they could.
ed will convey His Excellency, his commiswere
at
one
time
yesterday
as
high
as
intelligence
is
daily
received
from
Pennslyva(sion of Governor General. The Earl of Dalate(] by^LJiolded his wife for saying nay to such a
A
87
5
5
8,
opened
this
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at
871-8,
after

nia.
The
friends
of
the
administration
are
‘
eir spuriohs*r^a’n’ w^’c^ s^e ought to have been glad
wards went down to 86$, ami finally left off active, and have the prospect of a noble tri housie, former Governor, embarked in the
A GOOD HAND.
substitute fa?.make >£ the countryman wl.s willing—
ship Challenger, on the 7th,
In the endless varieties of hand writing to at 86 7-8 buyers. The ast..price of the Four umph to cheer their labors. In Union Conn- gover^meui
;with much parade.
tending 1» ft n,ei’,,UP he too,k the chest
hls shoulders be met with in this scribbling, scrawling per Cents 1826 was 104 7-8.
ty
a
we
learn
from
the
Harrisburg
Iiitelligen■
disrenute a
all the good woman couid say mattered I
cer, Mr. Merrill, an honorable and intelli
maXjnf"sthing: aw$y it went into the countryman’s ‘ world, there seems to be some difference of
Steamer sunk.—fhc steamboat MisSotiri,
SOUTH AMERICA.
gent man, and one of the Jackson Commitiv mw
he drove. But when he had opinion, or of taste, as to what constitutes a
good
hand.
When
a
fair
lady
sends
a
fair
From
Buenos
Ayres.
—
Fhe
schooner
Ma

tee, has become a supporter of John Q. Ad- in
i descending the upper Mississippi from
y
y ™ti.>ne some way, the young man within be- to St. Louis, struck a snag, and sunk
1
««m to make himself heard, and to beg and |llote and requests the pleasure ot your com- ria, Trott, arrived at Baltimore brought ams. He was at one time a warm advocate Galena
yy»<f»l>.ay tobelet out. Pee-wit, however, was 1i pany
™nv to tea Ou a given
vn-en evening,
evenme. that is doubt- Buenos Ayres papers to July 18. The Maria of General Jackson, and as the leading men- immediately* in twelve or fourteen feet wa
ter,
on
the
29th ult. ninety miles above St.
. less a.fair hand. When a man writes vou
■ Wki'
to ke brought over ; till at last, after a i most laconically, informing you that unless sailed on the evening of the 16th, and was ber of the committee, took an active part in Louis. Her freight was principally lead.
favor
of
the
military
candidate.
But
a
firm
chased
back
by
apart
of
the
Brazilian
squad: v’■ palqev a thousand dollars were bid and 1
was a new boat« having commenced run
pay that note he holds against you in • ron on the morning of the 17th. In returning conviction thaX Jackson’s administration, it She
<
wietchedly m^en . the money was paid, and at that j you
•
twenty-four hours, he will immediately an American schooner was seen at anchor he should be elected, would be controlled by ning in March last and was owned in Sd
„ .nnum/ice the poor fellow was set free and went thereafter send you to jail, that may be call
and hailed. No answer having been return violent southern politicians, and of course to Louis. The passengers were safe.
ut Amwll^out h|s business.
•s celebrated us q'hen Pee-wit went home very happy and I ed
‘ a plain hand. When a gentleman sends ed,the Mai'ia’s boat was sent to the schoon the detriment of the interests of Pennsylva
In Amherst and some of the neighboring
an exceedingly polite note, only de-, er, to warn her of her danger, the Brazilian nia, and of the Union; has induced him to
, dizziness, mfiita new house, and seemed so rich that j you
■
the satisfaction of blowing out your squadron being then ufedcr full salkup the abandon the general, and give his influence counties of Virginia, the draught has been so
, lowness of sp»i:ls nejgbbors wondered, and said; ‘■Pee-wit manding
'
extensive, that forest trees of the largest
weakness,
have been where the golden snow falls.’ brains, that is denominated an honorable river. She was the schooner Mcjor Albers, to the side of our present worthy chief mag growth have died.—1'he oldest inhabitants
ateful to the 8»b they took him before the next justice of hand.—When a lady writes a billet-doux 75 days from Philadelphia, fhe captain of istrate. Mr. Robert Maclay, also a member do not recollect a season of similar severity.
with a quill plucked from the wing of Cupid, which, thinking himself safe, had cast an of the convention, from Union County, which
of roots andamiie peace, to give an account of himself, and and with such fine and delicate strokes as to chor. He immediately cut his cable and nominated
Jackson, has also espoused our
iccessary far Row that he came honestly bv his wealth ; be invisible except to the eyes of love, that followed the Maria to the inner roads. The cause. The seditious, proceedings df the
Rapid Growth.— A grape vine 2 years old
sit the sicki Pfltihd then he told them he sold his hides for is without doubt a lovely hand. The Lord’s M. sailed again on the evening of thé I«th southern Jacksonites, is the cause of his
ae thousand dollars. When they heard it Prayer written in the compass of a half July, and was chased out of the river. One change of sentiment. Mr. Maclay is a popu in the garden of Mr. Pitts, Philadelphia,
ELL’SBITTELhey all killed their oxen, and would sell the dime, is a very fine hand. A hand, which is shot was very near cutting away her main-1 lar and intelligent man, is a brother of the which was broken off last spring, took a fresh
start and has since attained a new height of
onderful carbides to the same tanner; but the justice very frequently pláced at the bottom of a mast.
Register of Union County, who was appoint thirty five feet.
»dice, sictafeid, ‘ My maid shall Irave the first chance ;’ note “ for value received,” however coarse
The commissioners for negociating a peace ed to that office by governor Shulze without
zant of appetite,b off she went, and when she came to the and vile it may appear^ isa very promising with Brazil, who sailed in the British packet any personal application therefor.—Pa/.
Agricultural Seminary.—Liberal offers
solids,«Wanner he laughed at them all, and said he hand. A hand, which after writing a long, Redpole, July 13, were Messrs. Juan Ramon
have been made to establish a school for the
diole system. Sad given their neighbor nothing but an old lean, soporific article, requests an editor to Balcarce, Tomas Guido, Pedro F. Cavia, and
Ohio yearly meeting of Friends.
practical arts, to commence next May, un
t them, Pricelihest.
favor the public with the sublime squeezings other gentlemen, attached to the Legation,
Some serious disturbances occurred at the der the patronage of the American Lyceum.
At this they we're all very angry and laid of an empty noddle, is, to say the least, a including D. Francisco Wright.
yearly meeting of the Society of Friends,
L. OSBORNJdteir beads together to work him some mis- very impudent. hand. The gentleman,
Lord Ponsonby was about to sail from which commenced at Mount Pleasant on
On Friday afternoon last a woman who
he same. hief, which tb'ey thought they could do while again, who writes to this same humble ser Buenos Ayres for Rio in the British frigate Monday last. It is known to most of our
had arrived from Liverpool in the British
le was digging in his garden. All thishow- vant of the public on matters of any kind re Thetis.
readers, that the.society is divided into two
ip Active, leaped from the second piazza of
_____
,.-.ver, came to the ears Of the countryman, lating to a newspaper, and makes a point of
The marketshad become rather depress parties, the one cailed “ Orthodox,” or SoSyho was plagued with a sad scold for his forgetting the postage, by the unanimous ed, since the sailing of the CcMwmissiQners, cietv of Friends, and the other, Hicksites, the hospital of the quarantine ground, New>vife ; aud he thought to himself, “ If any one opinion of the w holl corps editorial writes a and the speculators were not slow in taking or Friends.*—On Monday morning the Or York, and was instantly killed. It was
thought she was deranged.
a to come into/trouble, I don’t see why it most rascally hand.
advantage of it. The opinions of the people thodox party obtained possession of the
¡hould not be ayife.rather than me;” so he
Then besides these, there is the close hand in relation to peace, were various and con meeting house and closed the doors. Short
A waggon, with six young persons or*
said to her th'at he wished she would humor and the sprawling hand, the round hand and tradictory. The jealousy entertained by tfie ly after the other party entered tumnltuouslim in a whim he had taken in his head, and the sharp hand, the easy hand and the interior provinces against that of Buenos ly, and a motion was made by one of them, board, while crossing the Mohawk at Schen
would put on bis clothes, and dig the garden cramped hand, the hepvy hand and the light■ Ayres was very great, and it was consider- while business-was progressing to appoint a ectady in the evening, was backed into the
■MlMfflBn his stead. The wife did what' he asked, hand, the running hand and the halting- ed doubtful, should a peace be concluded be- new clerk; which was accordingly done, river by the horses.—Three of the party*
[UKlIMImd next morning began - digging; but soon hand, the straight hand and the crooked tween the latter and Brazil, whether it would and he was forced to the clerk’s seat with James Prevost, a native of Connecticut, an
■■•came some df his neighbors, and thinking it hand, the ascending hand and the descend’ be sanctioned by the other provinces.
much violence. Ip the tumult which ensu- English and an Irish girl were drowned.
371-2
F- e-wit, threw a stone at her (harder ing hand, the copy hand and the hand which
Information had reached Buenos, Ayres’ ed, the old clerk, Jonathan Taylor, was sert>c nnU ITme
-,s thah they meant) and killed her at no man can copy, the business hand and the that the privateer brig Cacique had boarded1 ousty bruised by the. pressure of the crowd.
Capt. Iddo Webster and wife, of Wilmot,
S1. fi
Toor Pee-wit was rather sorry at hand which has no business ; then there is a F rench brig from Rio de Janeiro, bound to' The Orthdox party then adjourned to meet Vermont, were thrown from a waggon, on
which has/
aj.^tiU thought that he had had a lucky the counting-house hand, the legal and the Montevideo with money to pay the troops,’ the next day at 10 o’clock. The next day the 31st ult. while on their way to meeting,
r ointmeia, W rsc.(- for ^mself, and that perhaps he might; clerical hand, and twenty other different and taken from her 250,000 Patagones, (Bra the house was still in possession of tne other and the latter was so much hurt that she died
i reducedn®1
turn tjie ¿¡eath of his wife to some kinds of hands, all of which may be good, bad, zilian dollars ) The plundered brig was party and the Orthodox convened then in three hours after.
account, so he dressed her in her own clothes, or indifferent, as it happens. But when we sent back to Montevideo, and the French meeting in the yard, and pifeceeded to the
a basket of fine fruit (which was now receive a letter, post-paid, aud written thus Admirals despatched a twenty-gdn brig after tra nsaction of business. On W ednesday they
A man was badly injured in Carver, Ms.
ALSO.D/g put
’
scarce, it being winter) into her hand, and (thouirh it be in quair tracks and pot hooks:) the Cacique. An engagement ensued, when met at the Short Creek meeting-house, about by charging a rock recently for the purpose
011 8
set her by the ro'ad side on a broad bench.
half
a
mile
from
Mount-pleasant,
“ Enclosed are TWO I) OLEARS, for theT). captured the French guu brig and
of blowing it with a steel wire.
• u
After a while came by a fine coach xvith which you will be good . enough to forward sent her back also;
Wheeling Gazette 0 f!3th ult.
esePillsbavete
six
horses,
servants
and
outriders,
aud
wit
li

gl
50,000
has
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the
na

On the 5 th ult. Charles J. Cahilly and
saleoftheiii^
te
Jeremiah O’Leajrv fell into a vault in Pitts
ie expect
expectation in sat a noble lord who lived notm great way V°PeAeEPAY THE CASH DOWN” tional marine. The brig Allison of Balti
STOP THE MONSTER !
av
off. When his lordship saw the beautiful
This we consider to be positively a good more had taken the name of Gen. Rondeau
burg, Penn, and although they were quickly
ffruì
rup he sent one of his servants to the wo hand.—Berkshire American.
From the Cumberland Advocate Sept. 20. drawn out, they could not be restored to lue.
of which Capt. Coe haff taken command.
n of their
man
to
ask
what
was
the
price
of
her
goods.
The
late
French
corvétte
Mandarin
had
' justly esteem®. The man went and asked ‘ W hat is the price
MURDER.
one, unucr
uiu
„ .
,
,
under the
Abundant crops of Rice are expected in
-A facetic.s parson of a coun hoisted the flag of the republic,
oration asac» oftliis frv.it?’ No answer. He asked again.
Dorrego.
The
From a variety of circumstances the pub,
name
of
El
Gobernador
Dorrego.
’
,il
the neighborhood of Georgetown, S. C. the
is necessari No answer ; and when this had happened try parish was employed, some years ago, to
d
also
been
purlie
have
strong
reasons
to
believe
that
French schooner Hydra had also been purof Argentina, to' George Swearihgeh, Sheriff of vyishing- harvest having commenced.
e» remedy“*! three times he became angry; and thinking unite a rustic pair in the holy bands of mat be coæmînd«lkby Cap"
ton county,
county, Maryland,
murdered his
nx Wife,
yt'ne
As soon as the knot was tied,
head,«»1 she was asleep, gave her a blow and down rimony
Lay,’'wWwihe
who has the i ton
Maryland, murdered
“J*
. z-'..... In Allftcranv r.nnntv on
' appetite,.^* she fell backwards into the pond that was “well, sir,” says Jonat’>n, “ what s the
A disease known as the “ blind staggers
’¿theyarel^ behind the seat. Then up ran I ee-wit, and damage?” “Nothing,! hope,” replied his
has recently destroyed a great number of
■ectiou^W .cried and sorrowed because they had drown reverence, “ if there is any done, it is no
valuable horses on Lang Island. It is said
TryfciàW ed his poor wife, and threatened to ha\e the fault of mine, you alone are answerable tor sail,'and the most confident hopes were en- ! interred for the Pul'P°s^T°hfthe 11th’ that on Saturday last, no less than a hundred
norbid waW lord and his servants tried for what they han the consequences of the proceedings ot this
died in two town-ships. It has also prevail
ed on Staten Island ; and when it seizes the
done. His lordship begged him to be easy, evening.” “ But I mean, sir, what s to
and offered to give him the coach and horses, nav?” ‘‘ O. that depends on circumstances.
animal seems to be uniformly fatal.
asons and W servants and all; so the countryman after a When I marrv a couple, if the bridegroom
is
rather
indifferent
towards
his
bride,
he
summei’Oi’» longtime let himself be appeased a little
Sting of a Bee.—The Edinburgh Cbutant
hands over only the legat fee, four and six
without1^’; took what they gave, got into tlw coach and pence. If he is vrey fond of her, he will
relates that recently a Mr. Taylor, of Glenness. Tl^W set off towards his own home again.
leddock, Perthshire, was stung in the face by
Advices from Hie army in the Banda Ori- ! band, George Sweaa
al,tbatbye?,J , As lie came near, the neighbors woudeicd nay a dollar or a crown. It he is veiy enÛ^îorme
that the litI
in love he will not think of giving
a bee. For same times it itched considerably,
Uny others much at the beautiful coach and horses and deeply
less than a couple of dollars, or two crowns
and then the man was seized with a violent
e public.. . still more when they stopped, and Vee-wit _ What effect this gentle hit had on the squadion on I^akeof that lake, and driven
¿riven county,
with
some
other
gentlemen,
has
gone
county, with some other gentlemen, has gone and uninterrupted fit of sneezing, and before
recove^ $H,t out at his own door. 1 hen he told them heart of Jonathan, tradition saith not.
Vthe B Sian
The German : in pursuit of VivrYi
him. He
took with
with him
an in
idle
Vi*Is
m f» tnrtlr
r. i m «an
IP
medical assistance could be procured from
Al
Vni It
------------ • - the
— Beenes
-; „jatle,
isign oftlie* the whole story which only vexed them still
12™
tSc«
to
which, he, kept as a
the neighboring town of Comrie, the man.
s nametb^' wore; so thev took him and fastened him up
A??KnCa™'yUeTl“ BrSan°-General Le- nam’ed
Cunniucham. Sheis repdied.
hi a tub, and were going to throw him like,
Sumac grows spontaneously in Virginia,
./JZ.5O7.
the lake which was hard by. W hilst they and has been treated as a weed; but this ^walemtafrassedaiuldisapnoiftteainthe resented » a person qj ordinary, height,
movements
of
Gen.
Riviera,
the
Buenos
stout,
dark
com
P4^PPl
d
„t!L
e
J'
e&
;^?
The Gardiner Lyceum has offered a pre
were rolling the tub on before them towards year it has been collected by women and
numerous circumstances, it is more mium of fifty dollars to entourage the culti-..
the water, they stopped at an ale ^e to ebi’dren, and sold for use to dye “ ,n«rocc-? Ayrean General, who continued to act in per- From
.
than probable that she was accessary before vation of Hemp in Maine.
37 1'2,t refresh themselvessamtie
a little kef&i^
oewre they* T“ 1 leather ” The leaves' sell for from $1 to 2 feet harmony withLavalleja.
- r~
The friends of humanity and good
_ and the season for gathering is long. . * here p^^f.^YuJch the^Gm^rnor (So\a> order,
ilthri/UV an end to Pee-wit;; meantime
would therefore subserve the causesi
‘ they
?'. tied t ne, |
tub to a tree, and there they left
,
Ij Thousands of dollars have been paid the was deno ed 1 hey aw abouho e U °t S' of justice, by USh,g every effort in their PowA cucumber in Portland still attached toof justice, by using every effort in their powwere enjoying theroselfes withm dobra. past season for the article.
. --- and His the vine, is said to be seventeen inches long>
jE-inlve, .they
c, whS ih’unnosed to be General ?Mancil- er, to apprehend both Swearingen
Pee-wit no sooner found himself alone than
Cl, w.acn lb buppv^t-u vv U
Miss, so that
that thev
they mav
may be
be Ijvought
brought to a trial fifteen in circumference and suPP°se“ J°
he began to turn over in his mind how he
Important to Rats and Mice !—E I.ondon
weigh eight pounds. How delicate it would
before a Court of justice.
ir&lvH should get free. He listened, and soon beard
Peru
and
Bolivia.
—
The
mail
from
Peru,
íjsi Ba, Ba! from a flock of sheep and lambs tournal communicates the interesting intelli received from Buenos Ayres July 12, brought We forbear to comment upon this truly be sliqod'
i hat were coming by. Then he hfte-l up gence that white (jats with blue eyes are al intelligence that Gomarra, having entered upforttinnte affair, as the. matter will b.c reTiis voice and shouted out,- * 1 will not be mads,, ways deaf.

conducted toward Mr. Greenleafin his em 1814—and if we mistake not, fiis brother and
barrassed circumstances, they have not only Partner, P. V. Ogden, was one of Gen. Jackì
followed him in good report but have stood son’s assistant volunteer aids. These things
t&N
by him in evil report, and we were happily would of thernseh es amount to nothing ; but
tyihav
NOMINATIONS BY THE PEOPLE..
united in each otlier, arid his labors seemed taken irito connexion with the documents
warrai
to prosper among us. But the great adver we have publislred, they must strengthen ■ Resignation. Hon. Jonas^c^) of this
sary of souls could not be an idle spectator the suspicion that Gen. Jackson was connect
FOR PRESIDENT,
notinCi
where a minister and people were so happily ed with Col. Burr. We think that no man Welts,'has resigned his
this cl
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS,
rcsigns^‘ comhu
united in each other and the’ Lord prosper di' cahdori divested of prejudice, will, or can Probate for this County.
OF MASSACHUSETTS.
ing his labors among .them—if he could, not doubt it : and we say again, unless General count Of h:s continued indisposition• i survey
Whom Washington, in 1794, appointed
effect a root of bitterness to spring up among Jackson can. explain—fully explain them,
the op
Minister to the Netherlands, and in 1796,
* The candidate now for Jackson elector them, his aim would be. to cut them off at one his character mast be tainted with suspicion ; Clark will carry with him iiihisi^. ' publisl
Minister-to Portugal, and considered the at large. Truly he must be a very good ma blow as in this case ; in order to effect this, and he must be in consequence unfit for the the esteem of ail who, for the many y^ next c
“ most valuable public character we had tured man to submit thus to lie made a tool the minds of the directors of the Seamen’s Presidency's
has held this impmuntand re&poni? the Ja*
We will take up this subject again. Wp
abroad;7’
Friend Society were stirred up to write
of by thé Jacksonites after such treatment.
jority,
have
witnessed the faithfal,
Whom Jefferson, in 1785, esteemed so
to Mr. Greenleaf to come to Boston—ac thffik it ought to claim the calm co: sidera
tliousa
highly that he said to Mr. GhRRY,—“I
cordingly he left here in a very secret man tion of every American who loves his country, honorable manner in whiclrhehasdisch^ exchis
congratulate your country on their pros
Mr Remich,—You are requested by sev ner and there, no doubt they flattered his /¿o/z and feels a pride in its character at home its duties. We extend to him, andin'J the vo
pects in this young man
abroad. Who would not blush to hear it t. ,.<,cr,nnA trt rhn r^i;.,.« r
eral of the society of the first parish in Wells utarity and well ascertained his feelings re and
the op
the Americans have elected for their rt’
P
p _ ■ gs of every Ol)i
Who in 1803, while a member of the Senate
specting his leaving his people at Wells, for said—“
dostry
>
■
»
✓»
h nr fr no h r.nnt*
L. ■--« r. r-.
• .
of Massachusetts, was elected to the Sen to publish the Report of the Council con ven soon after he returned from Boston he re President, a man, who but a few years ago, has the honor of hrs acquaintance,
mannf
ate of the United States over Timothy ed at Wells, Sept. 2d, 1828, for the purpose ?ceived a second letter from the said direct was engaged with Aaron Burr, to sever the cere-wishes -for his recovery ¿jJfA gant a
Pickering;
of dissolving the Ministerial connexion then ors, inviting him to leave the people of his Union P
jpyment of many ycjirs of ^2 • nppai'1
Who, on the 21st February, 1807, introdu existing between Jonathan Greenleaf charge and go to Boston and be their minis
It must be borne in mind that this is notan peace and prosperity.
dofot
ced the first resolution ever presented to
ter and agent. Had he been faithful to re account current between Aaron Barr and
fifteen
and
his
society,
together
with
some
few
1
ob

Congress in favor of the now established
prove with meekness, and firmness the.wick the mercantile concern at Clover-bottom, of
servations relative to said report, &c. &c.— edness of those who had thoughts to promote which Generals Jackson and Coffee wereExhibition-—The second fer;mofj ‘ electit
policy of Internal Improvement;
forty-i
Who, during the Presidency of Jefferson, and in so doing you will oblige numerous him to honor, instead iff hesitating at going partners ; but an account current between Murray’s School for Young Ladies
ïïOt ID*
was elevated by the ballots of the Senate members of said parish.
with them, would have been like apples of Aaron Burr and Andrew Jackson. If there ated IB
on Wednesday last. '^^ inru™ at all
a
to thirty of the most important commit
was
any
account
with
the
mercantile
concern
gold in pictures of silver. But the induce
Copy of a Result of Council convened at ment held out to him to go was so tempting lor the building and equipping of the boats many of the pupils and several Qthero
tees S
aniri gentlemen
Opntlpmpn wprp
Who was chairman of the Committee raised
were present ....
at the151’ tililuJ
he could not fully resist, and his duty to con tor Burr’s expedition, it must have been and
Wells,Sept.
1828.
ssceri
on Mr. Jefferson’s Message on the Burr
tinue with his people appeared so plain, that opened in the name of A, Jackson, for from ses. It would be tedious for us fopart^ ists, a
Pursuant
to
letters
missive
from
the
Rev.
Conspiracy, and a member of all the other
the
annexed
account,
it
would
appear
that
all
he
could
not
satisfy
his
conscience
directly
Jonathan Greenleaf, Pastor-of the Church in
ize the various branches of useful
I party
committees in relation thereto ;
to accept, but in order to justify* his deter Burr’s funds passed directly into General
to which the several classes attended/ ’ ¿inisi
Whom Madison, in 1809, commissioned Wells, the following pastors, and delegates, mination to go, he culled together this dis Jackson’s hands.
surd,i
Minister to Russia, appointed first to ne met at the parsonage house in said W ells.
The account is endorsed thus—** Account fice it to say that the exercises tlu^j | 150,OC
Rev. Samuel Chandler, Pastor of the missing council.
gotiate the Treaty of Ghent, and subse
Who could have thought a few weeks between A.B. and A.J; 1806.”—The original gave conclusive evidence of the
L admit
church in Eliot, Deacon John Hill, Delegate.
quently Minister io Great Britian ;
, since that Mr. Greenleaf would have been may be seen by enquiring at this office.
skill and 'mformation, and untiring;^ never
W hom Monroe placed first in his Cabinet; Rev. Moses Dow, Pastor of the first church tempted away to leave the people of his
t]
which selection General Jackson declared in York, Deacon Samuel Moody, Delegate. charge where he and the people appeared to
qf the Instructress, as well aa uc0i'^
... tain
be de
Rev. Joseph P. Fessenden, Pastor of the
to be the best possible ;
industry
and
visible
improvetncnt
oqi
be
so
happily
united
in
each
other,
and
candi!
Whom The People,- in 1824, elevated to church in Kennebuiik-port, Brother Simon where he appeared to be so deeply interested
part of her interesting pupils._Mrs.13 .■ On
Nowell, Delegate.
the highest station in the world ;
in
their
everlasting
welfare.
From the Union Church in Kennebunk,
has a peculiar faculty of causing hers^ extra
Whose Administration, though assailed
1
A PARISHIONER.
fully to understand the lessons whm I■ of the
from the beginning by an Opposition unex Brother Owen Burnham, Delegate. Rev.
Wells, Sept. 25, 1828.
> say,^1
ampled for its bitterness and profligacy, Stephen Merrill, Pastor of the first church
commit to memory—a vast im^ I ties it
in Kittery, Brother Mark Tharswell, Dele
has been singularly prosperous ;
upon
the
system
pursued
by
many
tea2[
mend
POLIT ICAL
And who, in less than four years, besides de  gate.
The chhs. present, organized by appoint
fraying the expenses of government, (great
who require only that the scholar recites lie do
their
From the Natchyz Ariel of August 16.
and extravagant1 as they are said to be ing Rev. Samuel Chandler, Moderator, and
regardless whether the subject wiiicL princi
by hts opponents,) arid besides applying Rev. Moses Dow, Scribe. Rev. Mr. Fes
grosses
the
time
and
attention
of
thde®
and bl
Twelve Millions to works of ■public im senden by request of the Moderator, address
3
can be satisfactorily explained by hi®^ eroun
«
provement and national defence, has faid ed the throne of grace for wisdom and guid
PSOOF UPOtt PROOF I
more than Thirty-three Millians of the ance, upon the solemnly interesting occasion.
—But added.to Mrs. M’s excellent «4 multi
,S
—The letter missive was read, by which it The Account Current belSoeen Jackson and
SUPPC
Public Debt.
of instruction, is the care v/ith whidii 11 ciples
Burr.
appeared that Brother Greerileaf, has been
§
watches
over
the
morals
and
maaiKtj
’
1
noses
FOR VICE PRESIDENT,
invited to become the general Agent of the
In the Ariel of the 14th June, we stated
Seamen’s Friend Society, and Preacher to under this head—“ there is,!, or ought to i>e,
•
those committed to her charge, whidij Hyatt
be
RICHARD RUSH,
the
Seamen
in
Boston,
and
wishes
advice
as
in
this city,’an account currrent between the í
greatly enhance het character as a fit
OF PENNSYLVANIA.
to his duty, in relation to this subject. Sev General and the Colonel, ehowintr
showing the rlî
dis
dian of youth.
Whom Madison, in 1814, appointed Attor- eral documents were then presented to the bursement of monies, for the building and
ìson,
ney General of the United States';
We were informed by the ladies p® to the
Council, containing a call from the directors equipment of Boats, &c. &c.
Whom Monroe, in 1817, appointed Mini s- of the Seamen’s Friend Society and a cufhWe were at the time, by some of the Jackthat the lace work wrought by the yoa^ I légat
ter to Great Britian ;
pórte
munication to the church in Wells from the sonhres ’■auntingly told,—"‘produce the ac
dies exhibited much taste and neatness. alists
Whom Adams, in 1825, appointed Secretary Rey. Doct. Jenks, and Rev. Samuel Green. count 7”—“ show the account ¡” Sec. 8cc.”
We are induced to be thus ¡mqilsi errtr
of the Treasury ;—>ai<d - ‘
In the latter communication reasons were By others we were charged with having
Who has approved himself the able and assigned why the church should consent to slandered their favorite
noticing Mrs. Murray’s school, because Marj
that “ no such
fearless advocate of the great interests of the removal of their beloved Pastor. Broth
account was in existence.”
are of opinion that erroneous views are! andS
Domestic Industry and Internal Improve er Greenlqaf next made a statement to the
We have npw the satisfaction to be able to
generally entertained in relation to the s
ment.
council of the pecuniary embarrassments, uh- :iay
■
before our readers, the account current
Th
ject of female education—the system ¡® K ha
der which he has labored for yeafs, and the between these two distinguished gentlemen ;
FOR ELECTORS AT LARGE,
repeated and ineffectual efforts, which he and we call on those who doubted our asser
ed by her, approaches nearer to mr. 1 cloth
SIMON NOWELL, of Kennebunk-port.
has made to releve himself from them—He tions, to read with attention the documents
hi ■ the C
views than any other which we nave,
THOMAS FILLEBROWN, of Winthrop, remarked that he saw no jirospect in his we published in our paper of the 26th July-;
witnessed in this village.—We fegffi
present
situation,
of
being
freed
from
the
—and to examine with care, the account
DISTRICT ELECTORS.
learn that the School will not be ewife i. Gì
burden by which he has been long oppressed, which we this day submit to their inspection
appe¡
JOSEPH PRIME, for York District.
and thought if it were not speedily removed, It is a literal copy from the original, found
through the Winter, but anticipate
LEVI HUBBARD, for Oxford. ’
he must sink under it, and his usefulness be among the papers of the late Jonathan
and future encouragement will ensure to hjste
Ê <8
JOSEPH SOUTHWICK,for Kennebec. at an end. After the facts, so far as they Thompson. Many persons who have exam
village, on the return of Spring, the® >
could be ascertained, in relation to the cast- med the original, do not hesitate tp say, it is
EBENEZER FARLEY, for Lirxbln.
£a
labors of this competent instructresi
had been laid before them, the council uni in the General’s own hand writing.
■ ELIAS THOMAS, for Cumberland.
ted again in prayer with Brother Merrill,
O
There are several important fficts devel
JOH N MOOR, for Somerset fo Penobscot. for divine guidance.
oped in this account. We would particuiar[communicated.]
! 186 y
JOHN S. KIMBALL,
Washington,
I'he Council then came unanimously to ! ly notice the suppression of the names of the
j 1-iancocK, eye. the following decision: While the Council two principals
Steam-Boat Excursion.—Oq »
and also, of several of the
sympathize with Brother Greenleaf, and parties:—the Initials only being given.—
last, the inhabitants of this town andfcv U.
his beloved church and people, and shall This is sufficient to excite suspicion at least.
bunk-port Were entertained with aw
X
SU*
ce
deeply regret a dissolution of the connexion —The dates are also Important, and we
the Steam-briat Tom Thumb of Pofi pjie
' which has so long and so happily subsisted would beg your attention to them.
For the Kennebunk Gaze t.tk»
between them, (should it take place) that
It must be borne in mind that Col. Burr
under the command of Capt. Seward whatii
Brother Greenleaf be advised to ask his dis was arrested, and brought before the Feder
Between eleven .and twelve o'clock fl
The victory over the Jacksonites in this mission and accept the call which has Jjeen al Court in Kentucky on the 5th Nor. 1806 :
State is overwhelming—it ia amazing—even given him, unless the church and society
one hundred ladies aud gentlemeli eé If
and was discharged on the 12th. General
then
to the Conquerors. It ¡stull—complete—per will take immediate and satisfactory meas Jackson’s letter.to Gov. Claiborne bears date
ed on board, and made an excursion w ■than
fect— Nobody could have desired more 1 ures to relieve him entirely from his pecun
12th
Nov.
1806.
It
is
fair
to
presume
that
islands at Cape Porpoise, where theypr» ¡1( b;
Not a Jackson Senator in the whole Legis iary embarrassments. But that if the church
of an excellent cho wder and .other rfc ges:
lature, and but very few Jackson Repres n- .and society will do this, Brother Greenleaf he had heard of Burr’s arrest, and could not
have
heard
vf
his
discharge
;
consequently
he
note
tatives. Three fourths at least are for Ad be advised to remain with them, provided
ments.
run
no
risk
in
writing
the
premonitory
letter
ÎDgS
ams. We can hardly compose ourselves to they pledge themselves to cherish the same
To the Editor of the Marylander ;
About 4 o’clock the Boat returnd,
to
Gov,
ClAiborne.
—
It
is
also
fair
to
presume,
take a retrospective view of the cause- of friendly feelings towards him they possessed that it w/s about this period, that by the ad
Sir—As I have seen a recent publication was saluted by the brigs Commodore^
this total discomfiture of a party that certain before he received an invitation to leave
of the Life of Gen. Andrew Jackson, (Phila
ly was a strong one. Mr. Adams, was and them. The reasons which among others, vice of General Jackson, the firm of Jackson delphia edition) in which I am referred to as and Cadmus, as she glided up the ¡1
•has been for many year's a favorite of the had weight upon the minds of the Council, & Coffee discontinued their purchase of boats having heard the General threaten certain with colours flying and a bandofmusicM a yc
people of this State. Their attachment to were the following : The greatness and im for Cot Burr; It would seem from Gen. Senators with personal violence, such as cut ing ; affording a novel and interestings|
him was the result of a long and intimate ac- portance of the field to which he is invited J Coffee’s affidavit.,.that tlte order for purchas
I ton(
qnaintanqp. with his character, and public the difficulty of procuring a suitable agent; ing and equipping the boats, was only sus ting off ears, £cc. I deqm it proper to state to numerous spectators.
services. Hence even Mr. Crawford with and the comparative ease with which an or pended ; for ("some time afterf} Col. Burr what 1 heard and know in relation thereto.
The party disembarked at Perkins'w
When Gen. Jackson arrived in Baltimore,
’ all his merits, pressed as be was by men of dinary parish minister can be supplied. As came to the' Clover Bottom, and did man two
highly gratified with the entertainroe»!i|
talents and. influence,-could make but a small this people have hitherto been remarkable of the boats, which were fitted out for him. on his return from a tour to Philadelphia and the urbanity of Captain Porter, to 4 m
New
York,
on
the
27th
February,
1819,
I
It
is
also
fair
to
presume,
the
order
Xvas
sus

impression aga’mstthe claims of Mr. Adams. for their unanimity, the council do not ap
M
After Mr. Adams was elected, it would have prehend any serious difficulty in filling the pended in consequence of the information of called to see him at the Fountain Inn, Light they would return their grateful aM le
been well for the friends of Mr. Crawford vacancy should their present pastor be re Burr’s arrest in Kentucky. After Burr’s dis street, where he hadtaken quarters for him edgments for his politeness and atm
to'have learnt wisdom fiom experience, and moved ; and as providence seems now to charge fi-om the.Federal Court, he came to self and suite. On entering his room, I was Their thanks are likewise duetoD’.M 0’
E
not to have joined in another crusade against open a door for a new scene of labors, where Nashville ; spent some days at the Hermit introduced to him, and the customary salu
the wishes of the great body of the people. a prospect is presented of soon discharging age ; was introduced by Gen. Jackson at a tations over, he, in a few minutes after, ad son and other musicians who voluntw ir
dressed
himself
to
Dr.
Bronaugh,
and
one
Ball
;
received
from
the
Gen.
the
boats
which
then’ aid to enhance the pleasures of
But Judge Preble and Judge Ware were in an imperious duty to’ his honest creditors,
I
permanent offices and could run the risk and Of being more extensively useful, the were built for him ; fitted them out for his or more of bis suite, respecting the report of
The weather was pleasant,
tut’
the
Committee
o/the
United
Stages
’
Senate,
voyage,
and
took
with
him
Stokely
Hays,
without the danger of losing them, in the council cannot set at nought these solemn
the nephqw of Gen. Jackson. Now, Gen. of which it appeared, he had just then heard, slightest accident.occurred to |narai por
event of a failure. Most of the Cratvford considerations.
lad
Jackson must have known, that Burr’s and of which Abner Lacock, of Pennsylvania, tivitiés of the entertainment.
party submitted to be guided by them, and
But provided the church and Parish should schemes were not sanctioned by the Govern was Chairman—which report was‘strong in
> QU!
the Eastern Argus, dictated by passion more not give him the proposed relief, and he
than by reason, was without any difficulty should askn dismission, the Council see no ment, and consequently, if he was not a par- reprehension of thq General for his arbitrary
A suggestion has been recently^
made subservient to the views of the leaders. reason why it should not take place ; and in' ticrpzitorin them, he at least lent them all conduct in the Seminole War, and to whjch
which ought not to be forgotten, For»
The truth is the people were not such” very that cast we shall consider his ministerial the aid in his power. Was this patriotic? he made the most vehement exceptions, eight
months, Gen. Jackson has'beenfef
Was it honest ?
sweating most ■ furiously at Mr. Dacock,
dolts” as they imagined, but they had the connexion dissolved.
denounced as a DAMN’D ly and publicly charged with having to
It was very patriotic in Gen. Jackson to whom he
effrontery to think and act for themselves., Sitrnsii 7Í5AMU1-.L Chandler, Moderator,
’ 'Vil,rn Gpi5?.;Cl^jborne rif Lis dangers, on the SCOUNDREL, who was concerned with the associate of Burr in his plot against hist«
It was a part of the system to denounce “eve-- (
Amoses Dow, Scribe.
12th ofJFdvember when he -knew or believed Contractor at Fort Scott, where he lost money, try. Through this whole period.Gen.ll t
ry man as an apostate who would not throw
not deigned a word in his defence.-®
up his cap and hurrah for Jackson, or at
Mr.Editor,—4t will be perceived that Buit yas under arrest in. Kentucky ; and and which was the cause of his (Lacock’s) (his ? A‘very important election was ps
least give some secret tokens of friendly re the above report is made by a council select that his plans would all prove abortive.—But hostility to him ; and that BY GOD, he,
gard. It required no prophet to foresee that ed by Mr. Greenleaf, without the consent of what became of his patriotism early in De Gen. Jackson, would cut the SCOUN ing in Kentucky, and he suffered fete'
a party could not lon$£ maintain its ascendan chufch or- parish ; Mr. Greenleaf informed cember, when he received the Traitor at DREL’S (Lacock’s) ears off On the next there to labor under the weight«’
cy, when we saw among some of its leaders the council the many pieces of silver he was his house ; introduced him to his friends ; day, Sunday, 28th February, the General charge, without an attempt at vinW
a total disregard to common party principles. offered to induce him to leave the people of fitted him out for his voyage ; received his attended worship at the Unitarian * Church, Why was this ? Doubtless the due»1’
In the County of York, Col. Lane* was nom his charge and go to Boston ; likewise rep money^ (for by reference to the account, it and dined with a party of gentlemen at Mrs. mysteiy is, to leave the subject initih’
inated at a regular convention in 1822 as a resented to them his embarrassed circum will appear that he received $509 of Burr’s Durden’s board trig house, lianover-street, days before the great election in Nor®
candidate for Congress. An attempt was stances, and informed them he must sink un money on the8th December ?)—These ques where 1 heard him REPEAT the same or and then offer to the public some spun®'
made to nominate Mr. McIntire which failed. der it unless he could be relieved, and would tions must be answered, before we can* ac similar threats of violence against the person fallacious defence, in the hope and »
Notwithstanding this, McIntire stood as a destroy his usefulness. It appears the coun quit Gen. Jackson.—Without a satisfactory of Mr. Lacock. At that dinner party, there that the short time remaining beforety
candidate against Lane and obtained all the cil advised Mr. Greenleaf to accept the invi answer, we must bejieve^ and the people will were present Mr. JOHN F. POOR, Mr. lection will prevent a full detection oft'1
votes of his own town. Winter before 'last tation, and ask a dismission from the people belie ve, "he was either a Traitor to Burr in ANDREW HALL, and my brother Jere ceptioq in New York,. Pennsylvania. aM
Judge Parris and Judge Preble both stood as of his charge, unless they would take meas November, 1806, ora Trqilor to his Country miah Sullivan, since deceased, of this city, er States, where the contest will
candidates against Mr. Holmes for the U. S. ures to discharge bis debts immediately, and in Dec mber of the same pear." i'he account and Mr. MAY HUMPHREYS, now of and close. On no other ground can tW
Senate. Here was a ehopping in, against a Cherish the same friendly feelings towards which we this day lay before the public, Philadelphia, and several Others, whose ■silence of Gen. J. and hisfriends.beexW
political friend, which was certainly contrary him as before—the great weight which this with the Documents contained in our paper names I do not recollect. The gentlemen, The hand of Fan Buren is in this. W
to all party principles. Last year after a judaizing council, who divine for money, of the 26th ultimo, must carry conviction to first named, as well as the last, are now liv friends of the administration, and tto
republican convention had bebn called at the seem to ha\ e upon their minds, they say, is’ every unprejudiced mind ; and Gen. Jackson ing, and can also bear witness to the truth of wishers of their country, be ware-"® ■'
request of the friends of McIntire, and the greatness of the field to which'Mr. must explain—fully explain, .these transac \Vhat 1 have here stated. I was not at the
Holmes had been nominated, those very per Greenleaf is invited, and the ease with tions, or the people wifi contiemn him. They public dinner given to the General on Mon
'I'he Political Arena, publis'W'lU;sons who got up the Convention refused to which an ordinary parish Minister can be establish beyopd the possibility of doubt, that day, 1st of March, and therefore, I can sayericksburg,
Va. has been transferred^*
abide by the result of it, but supported and supplied. The greatness of the field here there was a ca^rfexion.—an intimate connex nothing of my own knowledge of his sayings
elected McIntire. At length the most hon spoken of, seems to be his usefulness; that ion between them.—There are also, other and doings there, althoiigh I understood at M. Blackford, Esq. '1 he late.edttor |
in his politics. The
est and independent Crawfordites became is, a minister is most useful where he can circumstances strongly corroborative of this the time that he repeated the same threats. neutral
says
“ We are decidedly hObM
disgusted with the selfish policy of the obtain the most money ; the ordinary fiarish connexion, .which carry great wtftjht with
JNO. SULLIVAN.
pretentions
of Gen. Jackson to the I1'*,
leaders and came out from among them. It minister here mentioned 1 shall pass over tbem^ We might mention his
Baltimore, Sept. 16, 1828.
cy, we believe him to be too
only required a few to lead off and thousands with silent contempt. I would observe that with bwartwout, (notoriously a Burr-ite ami
man—too rssh—too violent in Im if.
were found ready and willing to follow. Mr. Greenleaf’s enibarrassments did not in possession of all hU plans ;) his inttmacy.
1 he Adams party is now strong enough, if it grow cut oi an irisuihciCncy of support from with others equally7 notorious. Vve k’iow
Silas E. Burrows, Esq. was the benevolent his measures too much in^iddlj
were stronger, there would be danger of in his society, but far otherwise, for he admits that George M. Ogden, (the person .on whom individual who recently deposited $1200 in a governments and deprecating
testine divisions. They should keep their that he has lessened his debts the one half to burr s Bills were drawn, and one of which New York bank to the credit of Ex-Presi a curse upon the country we sliowldQL
ammunition, and take care to avoid the what they were when he settled with this ai least Gen. Jackson endorsed,! was among dent Monroe, for the payment of interest on of moral treason did we lend a Hljll’L
rocks and quicksands, which have been fatal people; this showshow this people have the first to entertain the General on his arri the mortgages of the estates of that venerable to his elevation.—We are opposedWn
we have just said—and shall
val at New-Orleans in the fall or winter of patriot.
opposition, in a fair and honorable^»!

XA'V WAL ELECT ÍO¿\.

to their opponents. Let the system ofState,
County, and town Conventions, be kept up,
and let the nominations and reconpnendatirffis thus made be strictly adhered to In
the event of the election of Jackson, (which
Heaven avert) our opponents will rally again,
and attempt to seize upon the State Governmeat, but their efforts will be unavailing ij
we act with prudence, wisdom, and discre
tion.

Erom thff BosI oh Patriot-.

[COMMUNICATIONS.]

j

*|
FALL
]
Pennsylvania.-—The administration par
On Wednesday last we bad the pleasure
ÔBITWASV
ty have been-charged with holding out "un ot attending an examination of the school for I
3!*warranted hopes of gaining rhe whole votes ^oung Ladies in this town under the care of'
Catarrhal and Asthmatic Disorders /
of this State ! their estimates havexbeen pro Mrs. Murray
and we can truly say, that
;zih,s*
US.i RECEIVED and are offered at
nounced absurd and extravagant. Whether we were never present at an examination,
]W°KE than ()NE TENTH.of ad the annusale by
"'"J- lit, this charge be applicable to them or to the which gave us, throughout, more unmixed
al deaths m this Country and GPeat
combination may be easily determined by a satisfaction than we received in the present
j
JOS. G. MOODY,
Bi nam, arc stated to be caused bythatinsurvey of facts. The American Sentinel, instance. In all the exercises of the day,
ri ’ LClleap for Cash or Countl‘y Produce, siduous destroyer of human life, the
the organ of the Jackson party, has recently , there was evinced a degree of attention and
published a calculation of the result of the accuracy
_ on the
..... part
....... of (he schoftirs which ■J-.... - -^e o
’
assfirtme'ht of Gentle men’s Cravats ;
,
____ __________ _
Easil^overcome in its infancy, it rapiBlv
life Pext congressional elections : it claims for I we, have seldom
equalled
. bnk, cotton and linen pocket Handkerchiefs ;
---------- -- seen v^uauvj.
DIELeclared blown, on Monday last, Mr.. 1 apes ; 1 wist; Sewing Silks and Threads ; arrives u neglected,, at an unconquerable and
candidate
in each district
a ma-1
T
1
'"
4
•
u the biihfi"' —• the Jackson
vauuiuavc
hi wui.uiMna
n mai
1 he studies, as we are informed, which
terrific maturity. An obstinate, violent and
he wagged 82 years,
rier; \ 111H Jorit7» 'trying from seven hundred to seven have been pursued by the Young Ladies of
Braids; Imperial Cords; Ribands :
InKq coterie^prt, Mr. Dummer Mitch Green Florence Silk ;
convulsive cough, is the inevitable forerunthousand. According to this estimate, “ the tms school are as follows, viz: English
ell
,
a<
.
A
r
e ex^Klfo>u. exclusive democratic candidate” will carry Grammar, Arithmetic, Geography, History ING, agt¿sf n°t
CONSUMpilov Of,t!'e pulmonary. Benjamin Duìvn- Black double Levantines ;
.
COiXSUMP i ION, and its attendant train of
Feelin? f'5 t«G v°te in districts decidedly federal, and Ancient and Modern, Natural Philosophy,
In War/ emolument^ n]t
h Synchaw and Sarsnett Silks ;
. horrors ; increased heat and pulse ; nausea :
Wide and narrow silk Bombazines;
of ! \
"eiti! the opponent of all protection of domestic in- Chemistry, Botany, &c. The time, howev
and th'Jder Henry r^bbs Muslins; Cambricks ;
, oppression of the breast ; greenish and bloody
■ .?
dustry will succeed in districts altogether er, a.Iotted tor the exercises on Wednesday Hobbs, ;ly
ïfqbM,
made ,
spittle ; loss ot appetite and increase of
1 lllsrccov?1.fsl manufacturing: we ask is not this extrava- would not permit an examination in all aged j.j
American and English Prints ;
Hfot st ; u.cerated lungs ; clammy sweats and
:n;<ny yearsIfW ^ant ant^ absurd. That it is so, will be more these branches. •
Black French Crapes ; Canton Crapes ;
I hectic fever ; general emaciation of the body ;
Green, yellow, red and white Flannels ;
speritv,*
aPparent from the fact, that the combination
We were particularly gratified with the
«criais,
shrivelled extremities ; excessive and weakBucking ;
. ‘
dp not pretend they have added more than exercises in English Grammar: a study,
o
then
consti
!
,7?
fifteen thousand to their majority at the last which has been treated with great neglect
An assortment of Ladies’ Fancy Silk Hand- en ng discharges ; sinking of the eyes ; pros
a
new
accessi
1 he secojk «lection, it altogether being estimated at e'N.nJn our highest schools and colleges,
kerchiefs comprising, rich Barrage, Silk tration of strength ; burning palms and flush
ed cheeks ; swollen feet and legs ; and at
and Prussian manufacture.
hool for y011, forty-five thousand; when at that election which yet forms the very foundation of a
neo pie, has s^j
length, wnite the wretched sufferer is still
Oil Cloths ;
Inesdav ]a&t J no!- more than one third of the electors voted good education. In tracing the construction SHIP
t blessing
raws
Ladies’ and Gent. Horseskin, Paris kid, Bea sanguine of .ife, cold extremities and an ag
unils i )'
’ at ail and nothing was
towards the or- ot sentences, and pointing out the relation of
onizing death. These evils may be nipped
ver, DeerSkin and Silk Gloves ;
‘ d K1 SeW.t, ganization of an opposing party. Of the two their parts to one another, there appeared a
in the bud by the timely administration of
Vestings i
'■were present juthirds who did not then vote, it is also now readiness and accuracy which manifested a
that long tried and invaluable Medicine
Tartan and Scotch Rob Roy Plaids ;
be tediousfovuw fISCC,7ia,nei!» tBat the various sects of religion- very good acquaintance with the principles
Camlets-; Blankets, from 7-4, to 10-4;
KENNEBUNK, OCTOBER 4.
s branch« f s l ists, and a large portion of the democratic and rules of the English language.—We 4°
Dr.
’s Asthmatic Pills,
l.Bale Point Blankets ;
J- e5°h$i|)rparty leaders, are decided friends of the ad- not say a thorough acquaintance, for there
which have been knqwn to cure persons sup
4-4
and 6-4 double bobbinett Lace ;
CLEARED,.
»tierai classes ministration; Is it not extravagant and ab- are but few who have been able by a long
posed to be Ur gone in a Consumption, and
tliat the exercise swd, then, for the combination't-o claim the course of study to make themselves perfect
Sept. 26—Sloop Ploughboy, Walker, Bos Bobbinett Quillings;
exibiting all the appearances of approach
Linen and cotton Floss, from 2 to 8 Ply ;
evidenrp
votes of Pennsylvania, when they
masters ot this most interesting yet most ex ton.
ing
dissolution.
motion
. admit that two thirds of the people have tensive subject. The attention, however,
30—Brig Richmond Packet, Perkins, Porto No. 200 Lace Thread, by oz and ball;
The Pills aha constitute an excellent
No. 200 Sewing Cotton of rfie first quality ;
»
never yet acted on the question, and it iscer- which appears to have been given to it was Rico.
Pectoral Medicine. Those therefore
-tress, as .^^tain that the vote for the adm wi i st ration will highly creditable.—For the same reason we
Oct. 3—Brig Sabat, of Wells, Clark, Hay Black and white Pearling ;
who are troubled with the common coughs
Lace and assarted Needles ;
visible iihprove
tbe whole vote given for their were much pleased with several pieces of ti.
Eng. Biack, Slate, Scarlet and white worsted occasioned by acrid humorous tickling the
crestih.r
^ candidate at the last election.
Lnglish Composition which were exhibited ;
■ ENTERED.
throat,.or defluxionsupon the lungs; depriv
Yarn ;
On the other hand is there any thing qf these being, tor the most part, distinguished
Sept. 29—Sloop Mary. Perkins, Boston.
Eng.
Black, Slate and white worsted ing the patient of refreshing sleep, and grad
faculty Mcaiisii^ extravagance or absurdity in the "estimates oi a purity and correctness of style, which
ually introducing the train of Pulmonary af
Stockings
MEMORANDA.
sifiWi/the
of the friends of the administration : they left us only to regret that their number was
fections, will receive from the use of the
nemnry_a.
shall succeed, not by large majori- not greater.
Saco, Sept. 26—Sailed, sch. America, ■Eng. Ginghams; Suspenders;
Pills, certain, and frequently the most sud
Foundation
Muslins
;
Wound
Wire
;
‘m ntiM' >u "^es
true, in electing seven out of thirteen
1 he other exercises of the school consist March, Richjnond ; 29th, schs. Packet,
den and cheering relief. Thqy appease the
“ 1 S;Wby0» members of Congress, and six they admit to ed in recitations in History American and Hartley, Boston ; Factor, Gillpatrick, do.; Millinett ; Pearl Buttons ;
cough, promote easy expectoration, relieve
Ladies’new style silk Indispefisables;
n|y thatthescholirbe doubtful. They rely on the good sense of Foreign, Chronology, and Natural Philoso Azof, Nason, do.
Ladies’ Cloths ; Broa:teloths ; Cassimeres ; and often cure protracted, obstinate and
tether the suhw1^’1’ feil°w citizens : that men of peace and phy ; in all which studies the Young Ladies
most distressing cases. Common Colds are
Ar. at Boston, 29th ult. brig Pharos; Bart Batting ; Waddjng ;
me and -nt«;- Principle will not support a man of violence gave full evidence, by their proficiency, of
removed by the Pills in a few
lett, Alicant,46 and Gibraltar 42 days, with
^andattentmt^
meiVwho believe the true
Elushiug for Greatcoats, a cheap generally
hours.
t ie assiduous attention of their Instructress, brandy, wine, mats, verdigris, almonds, &c. Draband
durable article;
-moiyexplaind^ ground of national independence to be the and or their own diligence.
The
Pills
may be taken with the most
to R. G. Shaw. On the 19th ult. experien
o Mrs. M’s
multiplication of internal resources will not
Various specimens of ornamental needle ced a very severe gale, which stove the bul Salisbury Flannell;
perfect safety, as they require in ordinary
Valencia
Shawls
and
Mantles
;
Silk
do.
;
is the care wifi support a man of Southern feelings and prin- work were also exhibited wrought by the warks, carried away the jibboom, and very
Col’d Cambrick ; Brown and black Linen ; cases no confinement, and may be adminis
■ the
1 ciples, who holds all legislation for such pur- Voung ladies of the school. We profess
tered with the utmost confidence to all ages
noia.s apposes unconstitutional, and th ;t men, sincere- neither to be competent judges nor great ad materially injured the vessel. The cook, Silk and cotton velvets ; Plushes ;
and classes of people.
teher char^ily attached to republican principles, will not mirers of tiiis very popular branch of Female Emanuel Rodergncs, was washed overboard Wrought and plain Shell Side Combs ;
These popular Pillshave been used by mul
with the camboose-house, and Joseph Hovey,
ce helfcharacter®' ^pport a man, whom Jefferson disapproved, Education; yet from those who may lay of Kennebunk, at the same time was lost by Ladies’ Breach Work Baskets.
titudes with,unexampled success, in avast
wlio was opposed to the election of Mr. Mad- claim to both these distinctions we have the falling of the yard.
variety
of cases, from those of the slightest,
Domestics.
i k , - *son’ wll° Iias matie his own will paramount learned that the high character for diligence
to others of the most confirmed character;
Bleached
and
unbleached
Shirtings
and
y120
to the constitution, who-has set at defiance and attention, which was deserved and ac
Cid. at Boston, 26th nit. brig Ivory Lord,
Their powerful agency has been known to
Sheetings;
work wqughtfifii, legaFand moral restraints, whose chief sup- quired by the Other exercises of the school, Lewis, of this port, for New Orleans, by F.
revive from the bed of sickness, the pallid,
Ginghams
;
Checks
;
Ticking
;
Sattinetts
;
Watts.
1 muchtanteaasiai P®rters ,n New-England are exclusive feder- was here also fully sustained. We may be
dejected and emaciated victim, and send him
Warp
Yarns,
No.
6
to
19
;
A brig belonging to Kennebunk, came in
'hir -.1 tn ho ti alists» and who depends on them for whatev- permitted, however, to express our satisfac
back again to “ the busy hum of men,> mi ac
7?“, 7betef^rlength he may have in Delaware and tion with a regulation of the school in rela from sea 19th ult. and anchored in Hampton Knitting Yarn, No. 18 to 24. 3 thread.
man of business in the full enjoyment of
Ladies’ Leather and Morocco Walking tive
Murray s school,! Maryland and other States in the middle tion to the improvement of the time, occupi Roads.
the
blessings of health.
,
Shoes;
that erroneousiin and Southern section'--.
•IT*!«
proof of which the following from
ed in this way. During the time allotted to
Sailed from St. Ubes, 12 th August, brig Children’s Leather Boots and Shoes ;
this employment, (which we have under George, Kennebunk.
irtainedinyeteti
—----—• Men’s Slippers ; Ladies* col’d Cloth Shoes ; a multitude of testimonials are respectfully
submitted.
The Syren, Fernaid, from City Point, was’ Ditto Spring heel’d Prunella and Kid ;
education—tins«
Secretary of the Treasury of the U. stood to be the afternoons of four days in the
“ I have tried your Dr. Relfe’s Asthmatic
nnrnarhp«
has decided that the list and fringes on week) each Young Lady in her turn reads a at Antwerp, Aug, 19.
I p a hes new cioths and shawls are not to be included in portion of some work of History or Biogra
Pills, in Asthma, difficulty of’breathing and
Passed Elsineur, 20th Aug. brig Watch
(DFHARD
WARE.J3)
Consumption, ’when all other Medicine had
phy or on any other useful and interesting man, Nason» of this port, Bremen, for Stock - Shovel and Tongs ; Andirons ;
iy other which!the Custom House measurement.
failed, and ha ve found them most excellent.”
subject. This is an excellent plan, which holm.
this village.4
-----Hi.nlsaw Files ; Visiting Cards
Another Physician writes—“ 1 have tried
School will Ml|i ^ov- Desha, of Kentucky, is stated to have we do not know to have been introduced into
Bopnet Paper ; Curtain Pins ;
your Relfe’s Asthmatic Pills, with a patient
Snuffer Trays ; Fine Saws ;
GLOUCESTER, SE?T. 27.
Vinter rfnapPeiired unwillingto surrender his office to. any other school of the kind.
of
mine, whose case had resisted every thing
a intei, oatanta^lis succe8sor> and to have held it a
over
On the whole, we have reason to think
Pirates.—Capt, Williams, who arrived at Wooden Fassets ; Rogers’ Knives :
—the cough has certainly left her.” 'A cor
that the numerous company who were pres this port yesterday, from Su Thomas, re SPECTACLES ; Stock Locks ;
couragement wi!l&hjs term.
respondent writes—c‘ The Asthmatic Pills
ent on the day of examination went a/ay ports that an English brig, from Liverpool Butts and Screws ; Liquid Blacking ;
: return of Spriip1
——
h'ghlv pleased and fully satisfied with, the for Rio Janeiro, had been anchored off Saba, BRISTOL BRICKS ; Brass Kettles, 2 pail; give such astonishing relief in cases of com
competentinstn® There are now living on the Sandhills in improvement of the pupils. For ourselves,,
mon colds, coughs, See. as no one can believe
the vicinity of Augusta, (Geo.) man and wife, we do not say that our expectations viere ex and that no person was on board. She had COAL HODS ; Paint Brushes.
unless they make the-trial.”
been taken and manned by a privateer,
two persons whose aggregate ages amount to ceeded, for We were ted, both by what
An Agent writes—“ Your f Dr. Relfde
AN ASSORTMENT OF
whteii fitted out at Sc
French i
[co.mmvnicateeJ 386 years. She is 94 and he is 92.
Asthmatic J Pills have performed a miracu
knew of the high character of the Instruct colours. The prize master and five men ar
Crockery
and
Glass
Ware.
lous
cure in this town. A man about 50, had
at Excursion,-^
------ *ress, and cf the diligence of her pupils, to ex rived at St, Thomas in one of the Packets,
jitants ofthistar 11. Mealing, Esq'; has disposed of his inter pect much, but we freely and gladly ackowl the capt. of which was paid ^400 not to re ENGLISH STONE WARE, comprising been confined some months ; his feet and
Milk Pans with noses, Pickle Pots,
legs badly swollen ; a bad cough ; respira
ne entertainediK^Jl1,,1116 GeorS’a Courier, Augusta, to J. G edge that they were fully realized.
port them. Four of this number took pas
tion difficult, and was gicen over by his phy
Pitchers, &c. &c.
(ita ®M*Whorter, who is now sole proprietor,
We cannot close this communication with sage, on the 24th of August, for Baltimore.
sicians and friends, who considered him in a
at Toni TtaU'The Courier supports the present Adminis- out expressing our thanks to the respected The.5th remained, and from his liberality in
confirmed consumption ; alter taking three
Teacher, who by her Unwearied diligence expending his money, having a quantity of
mmand of Capt. Sent ration.
boxes of these Pills, all the" threatening
and faithfulness has contributed so much to doubloons, he was taken up by the policé and Gunpowder, Souchong, A
■en . and twelve 2;
.
-------Y.
Hysop,
O.ditto.
symptoms are removed, and he is fast recov
ar’ies aid wofal D's stated t-1e Baltimore American that the improvement of the pupils under her imprisoned. He also had in his possession H Skin,
j
ering.
6 ' there is at present a great scarcity of me- care, and the hope that another season will trunks of clothing, &c. with various marks,
A gentleman of Plymouth, 70 years of
\
Rum, Brandy,
supposed to have belonged to masters of ves Loaf,
md made an eKV|ianjCSs and, indeed, cf labourers general! v, find her useful labors resumed among us.
age, was cured of an Asthma, by three box
White
Ha(
cirr
1
a
nc
American
and
Holsels, which were captured by the privateer. vana,
e Porpoise,whereii'in Baltimore. Brick-layers are getting wa>SUGARS, land G5n> Whh_ es, after having been afflicted upwards of
tt chowder»ges as high as$L 75 a day ; and there are
Dedication.—The new Meeting-house On being asked how long he had owned a Brown,
)
key;
thirty years.
not enough of them to be found for the build- in this village will be dedicated next Tues quadrant, which he had in his possession, he No. 1 Mackerel in ^Barrels ;
A young Lady of Boston, was severely af
„ , fogs now in progress,
day, <7th inst.) Services to commence pre said 5 years, but on examination it proved to Cod and Pollock Fish ; Clear Pork ;
flicted for three years with a violent cough,
have been made in 1827 ! He stated that the
lock the Boil®
cisely at 10 o’clock A. M.
difficulty of breathing, spitting of blood, pain
brig’s crew were on board M the privateer, but Salt Petre ; Box and Cask Raisins ;
f the brigs CoiW A young gentleman in Philadelphia was,
in the side, deprived of steep and was univer
; Snuff ; Starch ; CHEESE ;
The York Conference of Churches” this was supposed doubtful. The cargo to ap Tobacco
sally debilitated. In this distressing state,
as she glided ^a few days since, convicted of an assault on
GROUND
LOGWOOD
;
will meet at said house at 2 P. M. for busi pearance had been a valw^lxle one, bpt was Dry and Sweet Malaga Wines ;
after having tried all other medicine in vain,
lying and a basi»*a young lady, by pulling her sleeve in the ness.
entirely briiken up and much of it taken Out.
street. He insisted she had an affection for
and resigned as past relief, on taking only
Old Port, do. ; Brooms; Sperm Oil;
j a novel and ’4^him, in spite of all her declarations to the
There will be public exercises in the even The police on examining'the prisoner, prov Neats Boot do. ; Entry and Chaise Mats.
two boxes of these Pills, her cough and the
ed
that
he
had
about
5
months
previous
been
in
g
at
7.
pectators. 1 <Contrary.
whole of her symptoms left her, sleep was
Kennebunk, Oct. 4.
loitering about St, Thomas in a beggârly
Wednesday
—
-at
sunrise
—
a
meeting
for
restored, and her health was perfectly es
lisembarkedatW
P
deC Abduhl Rahahman, te prayer and exhortation—at 9—the report of condition. It was probable he would be giv
tablished
with the flitem
SACO DISTILLERY.
en up to the English authorities, and shot or
(Price $¡1 for whole boxes of 30 Pills, and
mate arnici
i v;here he will doubt- the churches in this and other conferences hung.
of Captain Ptt Mr. King is thereioi>
from
benev- »•represented, will be made—followed by ac
50 cents for half do. of 12 Pills, with direc
do.
BRANDY; tions.)
•eturn tbeir^ Icrtion of such a man ‘^V-sum irecessa- counts of revivals of religion in various places
N.E.RUM ;
-^together with addresses.
%*Prepai’.ed frwn the original Recipe in
his politenessri office ; for there.
Rectified
do.
;
The meeting in the P. M. will commence
MS., of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by his
are likewise M King’s precess. .3'-^
at 24-There will be a Sermon—Pastoral ad Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebzink, RETAILING MOLASSES;
immediate successor and the sole proprietor,
Sampson, of Plymp, dress and a contribution to aid feeble church
§AL 2ER ATUS; all of excellent quality. T. KIDDER, and sold wholesale, by him at
musicians whov^ in the same
(Me.} October 1, 1628.
-s-s
•
drowned
on
the
lath
Phoenix
Mill
DUCK
also
constantly
for
es
connected
with
this
conference
—
and
at
the
his Counting Room over No. 70, Court-street,
A.
B.
C.
hancethepM4 Parris
tQ swjm a borse across
J. F. CURTIS.
close of thia exercises thé sacrament of the
corner of Hanover-street, and retailed by his
LFRED W. BARTLETT, Isaac Burn sale by
•r was pleasanri, tué Whiten Manufacturing Company’s Lord’s supper will be administered.
Saco, Oct. 4,1828.
3m.
special appointment, (together with all the
ham —Nathaniel Currier, l,vory Chad
tent occurred io h,,pond. The^grse rolled on his side, ¡rnd the
In the evening at 7, there will also be
valuable medicine as prepared by the late
bourn, 2^ Miss Sally W. Crediforfi, Timothy
1
lad
fell
off;
HN
body
was
recovered
in
20
public exercises.
Dr. Conway,) by
P, Coleman, Miss Martha Ann Cousans,
entertain^ !
i minutes, but life kas extinct.
HE Subscriber informs the Public that
Miss Abigail Cross.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk, ^nd
he has recently opened
D. E. F.
JAMES D. DOWNING,
m has been $
Inland Navigation
the last fresh
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
John E. Dix, care of C. Williams, Esq.— A HOUSE OF ENTERTAINMENT
Kennebunk-Port.
jot to befoi'^ the father of a family in Brattleboro*, Vt.
Miss
Susan
Dn
und,
Abraham
Day,
(Wells,)
in
the
pleasant
and
flourishing
village
at
the
***None genuine without the written sigGen. Jackson W, awoke in the morning and foitwd his young A communication in reKtiontothe N.L. has 2—William Eastman 3d, 2. Capt. Isaac Em
Corner
in
Sanford.
His
accommodations
w
11
j nature of T. KIDDER, on the outside printt charged with bib est childr who slept in the cradle by his beer been received—for good reasons we deem it ery, Junior, William Elwell—Daniel Farbe found to be as good as is.usual in the coun
ed wrapper,
it in
ride circumnavigating the room, the water proper to defer its publication for the pres rand, 2.
try ; and he promises all those who shall call
tliis whole peri®1' having covered the floor to the^ depth,of aG. H. I.
upon him, that no exertions shall be.wanting
ent.
word in bisdefc -bout one foot during the night. The vq^age
Tristam Goodwin—William Hoit, Mrs. on his part, to make their stay pleasant and
Important clectiY ¿lad not injured the young sailor’s healtli.
We are obliged to defer several political Mary Hardin. Simon Hutchins, Miss Rebec- agreeable.
HE Captains, Subalterns, Staff and Mu
£v, and he
Travellers, wishing to pass from Dover to
ah Hodgkins, Enoch Hardy—Simon Jefferds,
sicians of the fourth Regiment, first
articles to make room for the -favors of our Mrs^Susan Johnson,
a* under the
Portland
by
the
way
of
the
Great
Falls
Fac

Concord and Cambridge Turnpike.—The"1 correspondents.
Brigade, &cc. are invited to meet at the Ho
ut an attempt;
tories,
will
find
it
in
their
direct
course
to
pass
K. L. M.
tel of Timo. Frost, in Kennebunk, on Satur
? Doubtless iri‘ proprietors of this Turnpike have applied to
Kennebunk Gazette—George & I. Lord, 5, through this village.
"the Middlesex County* Commissioners to,
day, the 4th of October next, al one o’clock
leave the
JAMES
B.
SHAPLEIGH.
Geoige
«.Thos.
Lord,
Mrs.
Lucy
Lord,
care
H’ZSteHBAL.
P. M . for a drill, and to make arrangements,
great decti»8'1 Jay it out as a free road. They offer to re
Sanford
Corner,
County
of
York,
Sefit.
27.
of
Capt.
C\adbourn,
Miss
Esther
Lord,
John
previous to review.
the public* linquish it, and wish only to be relieved
Low,
Esq.
3,
Jacob
Littlefield,
Davkl
Little

J. L. ^MlTH, Col. ,
:irce, m M.W frp'm keeping it in repair.
field, (Wells)VMisaPriscilla Merrill, Mrs.
September 27, 1828.__________ _________ _
time remaW?
HE lot of Bricks in the Kiln, and others
Mary Mariner, John Merriam, Joseph G.
.ventafulld^
Moody, 2, H.& A- McCulloch, Hugh Mc
in Wolcott’s Yard, (so called) are for
p.xtract of a letter dated “ Montevideo,
Oseenfor Sale.
, York, Pen^ July 10, 1828.—Few American vessels now
Culloch, Esq. WiA^w Lvdia Mendum, Miss
sate by the Subscriber, and would be deliver
re the contest J arrive here,nor is there much prospect of
Lydia Murphy, care of Jacob Brown» Mrs. ed in such quantities as may suit the Pur
no other gr* good business for them. A cargo of flour
chaser, at any place within three or four ||AOR Sale by the Subscriber, one Yoke of
Sarah More, Miss ÖNye Mitchell.
excellent working OXEN, five years:
J. and hisfiw would just now answer very well, and is per
miles of the Yard. They will be sold low, Ja?
N. O. P.
old, about 5 feet Winches girth.
'an BurM haps the only article that would realize a
and
on
a
reasonable
credit
for
Cash
or
other
Rev. Ebenezer F. Newell—Jolnjscn PiltALSO—one pair of Silver mounted PistoF*
good pay.
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adminisii'11101; profit. It is now held at $15 per bbl. Hides
MARRIED—In,Lebanon, by the Rev.
with Holsters, (cheap.) JOHN FROST.
r country, H sell at 50 reas. Exchi-mge on London 41d James Weston, Mr. Xlish.A Shai’LELgh, to ten, care of Edward Gould.
Oct. 4.
Kennebunk, Sept. 27, 1828.
Q. R. S.
Miss Betsey Wentworth.
per dollar/'
Daniel S.Roberts, L. Ross, Datfle! Rhoades
In this town,>on Tuesday last, Mr. Ste-( —John Smith, JoH Stevens» 3d, Eliza Sta-.
1 Arena, p*¡
JOURNEYMAN WANTED.}
phen Mitchell, of j^ennebunk-port, to
pies.
. has been
FEW Shoe-makers may find employ WANTED a Journeyman at thebwor
North Eastern Boundary.^—Il is stated, Mrs. Narcissa Robinsox, of this town.
tri Shoe-making Business.—Enquire of
Esq.
T. U. V. W.
ment by applying to
that a notification has been received from
In Saco, Mr. John Welsfnto Miss Martha
JOSEPH THOMPSON.
John Taylor, Capt. Titchcomb, Joseph
the Colonial office in England by Sir How Libbv.
D. W.’ LORD & BK.
are decidedly
Kennebunk,
Sept. 26, 1828.
ard Douglas and Judge Chipman, requiring
In Limerick, 23d ult. Mr. Edward Colby, Thompson, Capt. Daniel Tripp—George
Kehnebunk-port, Sept.26, 1828.
Wilson, Elijah Winslow, James Wakefield,
tfiem to hold themselves in readiness to pre
Itimtobe^i pare a statement for the arbitrator under the to Miss Mary Jane Fogg, of L.
In Pavsonsfield, 25th ult. Mr. Almon Lord, Daniel Wise & Co.2, C. W. Williams, Miss
HORSE WAGG0N.
Susan
Wentworth, Moses Wescott, Hollis
—too
;5.th article of the treaty of Ghent.—The of Ossipee, N. H. to Miss Marj Moulton, of
SMALL ONE HORSE WAGGON,
Willey,
2,
James
Wing,
care
of
J.
Towle.
00 mild
sovereign State, which is to act as umpire, is Farson sfield.
with a canvass top, and can be used
AME into the enclosure of the Subscri
B. PALMER, P. M.
said not to be yet decided on. Judge Chip
In Nantucket, Mr. Watson Burgyss to Miss
with or without the top, for sale by the Sub
ber, a stray HEIFER, the owner may
è county I’' man will probably proceed to England- this Zeruiali. H. Bennett.
scriber.—Would be sold on a credit if re
have her by proving property and paying
prood
assortment
of
Justice
í-vvííg Autumn and Sir Upward Douglas will sneedIn New't-York, Mr. Nathaniel P. Morse,
quired.
B. PALMER.
Charges.
'
AMOS MADDOX '<
ily follow.
' Bos'. Eat,
formerly df Salem, to Miss Clarissa JJtpew.
Sept, 26.
. .
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$1,5-0 Yearly.
I >> low prices for cash or approved cred
Bank are hereby notified t that
From the Spanish.
,
Ut- ^HE Akiel is published every other it,
additional ly of
their annual meeting for the choice of Di
When Pope Urban V. was ill at Viterbo, ,
Tis,
’ English and American GOODS
Saturday, by Edmund Mom
1’ No. e64,
'Awill be hofoen at the Bank on MonM™
the city of Perusa sent a delegatmn pf thiefe rectors
1
together with a general assortment of 3
the sixth day ot October next at two Smnce^Sh Philadelphia, on superior paper, ,
Comnfissioners to intreat his Holiness o day
,
in small new type, each number niafong
Hard Ware, W. I. Goods and Groceries
grant them a certain favor. One ot them “’fiytr’der“‘the
eight quarto pages. Every thira numbei i
August 4, 1828.
was a Reverend Doctor, and of course he
embellished with a splended quarto copper
JA
was to be the organ of commu
plate engraving—thus making at the end of
Sept. 19th, 1828.
'
OPPOSI
accordingly prepared himself by composing
the year a volume of 208 pages with 8 quarto
and committing to memory a long ^ran|
engravings, to cost but a dollar and a halt.
ön the road lead
upon the subject matter, which> he al gu
The design of the Ariel is purely literary.
fogf>’°fo Kennebunk te
ments and intreaties of his assoc ates co^d
It contains Original Tales, Essays, Poetry,
Wells, on Wednesday last, a
not induce him to curtail. Whe the dele
News, Anecdotes, Literary Scraps, and Mis
~~“~PRIZE POEM.
Calf about 4 months
gates were admitted to an audiance, the
existing
cellaneous
Items
of
various
kinds,
including
’The Committee appointed for the purpose good doctor was delivered of his
owner may have it by proving property
- HP HE Copartner^5
Reviews, Essays on Female Biography, OCc. and paying charges, on application to
j|_
under
the
mfo
tA.
1
entire and complete. As the Pope was ex
&c. together with copious selections from
JOHN STORER,
ceedingly complaisant, he listened to th WHEBIaWBXGi
the
best
foreign
Magazines.
By
the
fiee
Wells,
August
15,
1828.
x^ooiveu.
—
All
In the <
whole without a single interruption though
use of small type, a larger amount of such
he could not conceal the violence he did his
matter is crowded into eight pages than the
hundred dollars for articles adapted to the fpelings. When the oration was at last end
firm, are requested to call <
them reader would at first thought, imagine.
iOper'oten
ed the Pope without either granting or re
The Ariel is not filled, from numbei to X^AME into the encl »sure of the Subsçfi.
fusing their request asked the deputies if
ber,
bn
Monday,
'
!5th
inst.
a
redlW
VVHE’
for the following poem which was consider- |
number, with the vapid and unprofitable orig
. her left hip; > >»ce '
WILLIAM BL
tbev had any tlmig further to
inal trash which is now so fashionable. 1 he back Cow, marked G oi
ed the best present«! to thenn SliMsman
One of the two, who had kept S1]efice,^and
rop/ Lenite0’
owner may have 1
WelU^pL 15.1^
critical
department
wall
be
found
to
deal
who had observed the effect of the doctors
Lsuhli®6
Business will fie xforfbnt—
the subscri pretty severely with such things, whethei erty and paying c 1“'s’
A NOON SCENE.
eloquence, and was also a shrewd fe ^w ber at the store lately occupied by Wheelin
the
shape
of
an
essay
or
a
volume.
like o°r3’
1828.plied, “May it please your Hohnesb we
WeUs, Aug. 28,
The auiet August noon is corned
Since the establishment of the Ariel, one
wright& Bourne. william BOURNE>
were further instructed that Vohr mSa slumbering silence fills the sky,
vearago,so great has been the patronage
The fields aVe still, the woods are dumb.
erence should not directly listen to the pi a^
extended to it by a liberal public, that vv e
Jlrfoorpetition, our Reverend[doctor shouk
In glassy sleep the waters lie.
tb°s£
now print an edition of 6000 copies—and the
AME into the enclosureof
repeat to your Holiness more fully the tea
list is rapidly increasing. Subscribers can
s >ns upon which we found our clatm. 1 he
tiie subscribed on Thmy their
And mark yon soft white clouds that .rest
day, 14th inst. a^ St^ep, ap.- saturai e
HE Subscriber has only to say to those be furnished with the numbers complete, foi
Above our vale a moveless throng ,
Pope, thinking that he
dot®
As.— parently about 3 years did next their stai
persons who are indebted to himthat the first of May, 1828. The embellishments
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The cattle on the mountain s breast,
to
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first
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tor
’
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marked.
The owner may hare ¡torrent.
he intends going to Boston the 1st of Octo
Enjoy the grateful shadow’ long«
by proving property andpaynw
ber, and that when that time arrives, all his The No. issued on the 3d oi May, contains a
by granting the petition.—Leijoo.
WALTER WARREN/ It is nt
Oh how unlike those
Books and Accotmts Will be left with an At splendid engraving of Harper’s Terry, . irginia ; the next as far as in the editor s pow
Wells, August 16, 1828.
jiine a
vJhVXZ S
to tWers,
.
. er, will consist of views of American scenery.
A poor scholar of Salamanca was once going torney for collection.
Intending to go to Boston early in Apnl
Pc
home to spend his vacation, with such a
And woodlands sing and waters shou 4
Any person who will procure seven sub
To whom it may concern. ittong
S? purse that he had to economise and last, the subscriber did repeatedly »otl*y
tare for
scribers,
and
remit
ten
dollars,
shall
receive
When in the grass sweet voices talk,
coBtrive, to make his money hold out. At one those indebted to him and those who should ,the 8th copy free. All letters must be post THE Subscriber has several- timesndi- bodily
those indebted tobim to call,set- !IWU“J r
tavern where he stopped to spend the night, have paid some years since to cancel the paid, and enclose a year’s subscription in ad tie andfled
And strains of tiny music s^ ell
pay according to previous agreement, fcoU.r 11
he found his landlady a very pretty, spright balance due him, but they have not even a. vance. Editors are politely requested to exFrom every moss cup of the rock,
to which there has been little or no attention iambiti°n
From every nameless blossom s oell.
ly woman, who asked what he would have tor this late date attended to that notice. 1 his
paid. I therefore once more notify those de-Loe of
change WRh us. ss> EDMUND MORRiS.
J0HN LILLIE.
supper. “ A couple of eggs,” said our econ is " so rictios."
linqueiit persons that it they ever intend to Li p JJ
But now a joy toodeep for sound,
omist. “ But two eggs for suppei .
ex
Philadelphia, May 4, 1828.
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A neace no other season knows,
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of Sept, next, those that d« not comply with k«s
Hushes the heavens, and wraps the ground
“ They are enough for me, as I eht very spai- FBI HE Subscriber, Agent of the Manufacthis request will be considered as never in- Hooked i
The blessing of supreme repose.
mgly,” said the scholar. The eggs were
|
tuners’ Insurance Company of Boston
tending to pay their debts unless compelled |and proi
boned and put upon. the table, flanked by a hereby gives public notice that he has de
Away! I will not be to day.
the law of the State of Maine.
aTj
savoury dish of trout, by which the hostess posited in the office of the Registry of Deeds ^TkRIGINALLY delivered in Shrewsbury, by
RALPH CURTIS.
The only slave of toil and care!
tul Mass, and published in the “ Gospel y
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Kennebunk,
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Away from desk and.dusk away .
profitable item to his scanty bill of tare, but gislature of Massachusetts incorporating said Preacher.” By Jacob Wood, Pastor of the (--------- ------------ —------------------------—— hstlessi
I’ll be as idle as the air.
first Restoration Church and Society in said
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,
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pretty hostess and her savoury trout.
My
Among the plants and breatb.ng thmgs,
and for sale at J. K. Remicu’s Bookstore,
and a copy of the letter of Attorney
good scholar,” said the hostes\ withi her pany,
The sinless, peaceful works of God,
Kennebunk, Sept. 19. 66 A N Address
___
appointing the Subscriber an Agent for said
in . commemoration oij !rllJ
most bewitching smile, “ you will find these
I’ll share the calm the season brings.
the Independence of the United ha..c?
trouts very palatable, they have al) the four Company agreeably to the provisions ot a
States,” delivered at Rochester, N. H. July spoifoa
C’s.” “What four seas?” said the scholar, law of this State regulating the agencies oi
Come then in whose soft eyes I see_
4, 1828. By David Barker, Jun.
j char«1
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frqst_
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thrown
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view s
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-d Salves forS^^^
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N. H. on the 4th of July, «828. By Wm,| then <
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for I cannot take—1 give it uji.
Why,
Plummer, Jun.
under
A STATEMENT
The shadow of the th?cket ,^s’
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3wSir, trouts must be Caught, Cleaned, Cook
Aug. 22, 1828.
|{onro
The blue wild flowers thou gather est
ed and Crisped”—“ Thank you, my good efthe
(
Manufacturers’ Insurance Company\s
: Shall glow yet deeper near thine eyes.
Madam—I understand you—but before your
{¡Stock on the morning oj the Second day of
PENSIONERS POWERS | of the
trouts are for me, they must have ope more
AME into the enclosure of the under xjTKF Attorney—printed in conformity it I come
Come—and when ’mid the calm profound
August, Eighteen hundred and twenty
C ” “ And pray, what must that other be,
signed, on the 26th of August, a red U the last law upon the subject,Jonalt | at Wa
I turn those gentle eye’s to seek,
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eight.
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for
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too
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Of innocence and peace shall speak.
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-—,————<—-—| sea o
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.
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How fortunate its sons^
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Y ou never hear of poison,
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And hangings out of date,
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fendant striking the plaintiff ? The carpen
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Though five-and-twenty Mr. Smiths,
Gilt and Plated Morocco PELTS ;
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Billions
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I’ll go straight and ask mamma,
the most sanguine, expectations of the ¡w
the carpenter, ‘ I thought perhaps some fool
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And let you know to-night.—
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fore
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that
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Mamma says yes—but pa says no—
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myfd and. safe operation as a catW'S®*
A person was boasting, in Foote’s pres serve that all our accounts of more than one See. §cc.
■' I believe I’ve changed my mind.’
pAses where one is-necessary—
Al ISO
ence, of the extraordinary facility with year’s standing must be settled either by note
^s'afe, anti sovereign remedy mallbui»1'
Once in a while, the prints
which he could commit any thing to memo or payment, prior to the first of October One elegant SILK SASH,
vers, pains in the head, stomach 8c dotu
Give out a ‘ Horrid' Death.
Kennebunk, Sept. 5,1828.
ry, when the modern Aristophanes said lie next, or they will be lodged with an attorney
On Wednesday last, Miss Brown
indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness, w
could write down a dozfin lines in prose for settlement.
J. K. REM1CH.
Expired from want of breath.
and billions cholic—they arelikeWa" J
which he could not be able to repeat, from
Kennebunk Gazette Office, Aug. 9, 1828.
Self hanged,! and love is thought to be
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of every kind by dissohiBp
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WM. LORD.
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New-York
to
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during
the
sultry
And old maids talk—and young maids
in all its branches. She assures those who
nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Wellsby JA
summer months—step in at every pictur may favor her with their custom that her
All talk of promise breaking
esque port— ask the hour of the day at Prov efforts to please will be up remitting.
rill—in Saco, by E Goodale an«
And the pair soon consummate a match
idence—enquire how the Bostonians are—
Of other people’s making.
Kennebunk, August 6,1828.
rn^HE Unitarian Advocate and Ltrer- Dover by Wheeler & Tijfts^hyJw
leave your cards at Salem—call in to see the
This is love in the new countrie,—
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Alas! for the state of things—
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good
assortment
of
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I, for one cannot wonder at all,
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